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Christopher Harter
from Passion and Danger
The Renaissance of Literary Publishing During the Mimeograph Revolution

The growth of affordable printing not only fostered particular thematic elements in contemporary
literature, but also stylistic considerations of form. One of the key explorers of the influence of
printing technology on writing forms during the time was Cleveland’s d.a. levy. Like Detroit,
Cleveland became one of the focal points of small press publishing during the sixties and levy
was the center of attention. He was admired for the extraordinary amount of writing he produced
and the variety of works he published under various imprints from 1963 until his suicide in 1968.
According to the levy bibliography compiled by Alan Horvath and Kent Taylor, he composed no
less than 122 books of poetry, prose, and collages and edited seven periodicals totaling 45
issues.

levy purchased a used tabletop platen press in February 1963. According to levy scholar Larry
Smith, “From his Renegade Press with partial sets of type and little experience, levy taught
himself to print letterpress books beginning with [three of] his own. . . . From March–May [of that
year] he did books by George Robert Beck, Jau Billera, Richard Allen Morris, and Russell
Atkins. In May of 1963, he launched the first of his many magazines, Silver Cesspool. . . .”



In her preface to the posthumous collection Zen Concrete & etc., Ingrid Swanberg states,
“Although in the course of his publishing career levy used every printing method available to
him, given his acute poverty and the confines of his working conditions [usually friends’
apartments or basements], the mimeo press was perhaps ideally suited to his immense energy
and sense of immediacy.”

One of the strongest influences on levy’s writing and publishing, particularly his later work, was
concrete poetry, a form of visual poetry that emerged from Europe and South America in the
fifties. According to Fulton, “any discussion of the concrete poetry movement in the United
States. . .is rather inextricably tied to the mimeograph movement.”  levy was to become one of
the leading figures of the mimeo/concrete world.

Swanberg describes levy’s concrete poetry as “a positive experiment in communication /
noncommunication.”  levy’s interest in forms of communication, including telepathy and spiritual
states of consciousness, combined with his interest in the visual arts (he produced a number of
collages, paintings, drawings, and woodblock prints) and the influence of printing technology on
the design of writing is seen in the poem sequences Zen Concrete (1967), The Tibetan
Stroboscope (1968) and Scarab Poems (ca. 1967), works levy described as experiments in
“destructive writing.” By repeatedly running a single page of text through a mimeograph
machine, sometimes back-feeding it as well, levy produced an extreme form of concrete poetry,
which D.r. Wagner has described as “changing the whole face of writing. . .the writing destroying
itself while [levy’s] printing it. . .” The mimeograph machine allowed him to create a visual form
of writing that developed out of the annihilation of language itself. Recognizing that one of the
mimeo’s drawbacks was that it was not conducive to graphics, levy created an alternative to this
problem in Zen Concrete and The Tibetan Stroboscope by obscuring his texts to the point that
they became visual symbols of his exploration of language.
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From d.a.levy BOOKS BY OTHER PUBLISHERS (ESSENTIAL)
Bibliography compiled by Alan Horvath and Kent Taylor

2) Note: D.r. Wagner operated "press : niagra : today" & "Runcible Spoon."
Casper LeRoy Jordan operated "The Free Lance Press."
Matt Shulman operated "find-us-if-u-can press."
Tom Kryss operated "Ghost Press," "Ghostflower Press" & "Black Rabbit Press."
rjs [Robert J. Sigmund] was "Captain Zero" and operated "Zero Editions" & "Para-Shakti Press."
Morris Edelson operated "Quixote Press."
Bill Bissett operated "Blewointmentpress."
bpNichol operated "Ganglia Press."
David Harris (aka David UU) operated "Fleye Press."
Doug Blazek operated "Open Skull Press."
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CRUSHING defeat

ALERT (via DCCC) Unsubscribe

2:27 PM (6 hours ago)
to me
President Obama asked for your help.
Vice President Joe Biden asked for your help.
First Lady Michelle Obama asked for your help.
Even Leader Nancy Pelosi asked for your help!
Every top Democrat wouldn’t be reaching out over the weekend if they weren’t terribly
concerned.
Look, we’re not going to sugarcoat this:
The Republicans have amassed their largest war chest in HISTORY.
They’re serious about keeping control of the House and rolling back everything our President
has accomplished.
Which is why we’re coming to you.
There’s only 24 hours left until our crucial End of Month Deadline. We need every grassroots
Democrat to step up.
TRIPLE MATCH STATUS: ACTIVE
Suggested Support: $1
Will you step up and answer the call of every top Democrat by pitching in $1 before our
deadline?
24-HOUR DEADLINE: ALL GIFTS TRIPLE-MATCHED
Chip in $1 immediately >>
Chip in $35 immediately >>
Chip in $50 immediately >>
Chip in $100 immediately >>
Chip in $250 immediately >>
Or donate another amount >>
Thanks,
DCCC

Paid for by the DCCC | 430 South Capitol Street SE, Washington, DC 20003 | (202) 863-1500 |
www.dccc.org | Not authorized by any candidate or candidate's committee.



This message was sent to: jimleftwich@gmail.com | If you'd like to sign up for emails in a
different account, click here.

We believe that emails are a crucial way for our campaign to stay in touch with supporters.
However, if you'd just like to receive fewer emails, you can click here.

This election couldn’t be more critical. We’ve got all hands on deck as we work to win a
Democratic Congress that will protect President Obama’s accomplishments. Our success relies
on grassroots supporters like you. 99% of our contributions come from grassroots donations,
with an average gift of $22. If you'd like to unsubscribe from DCCC emails, click here. If you'd
like to make an online donation, click here. Thanks for your support of Democrats!

Contributions or gifts to the DCCC are not tax deductible.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

3:03 PM (5 hours ago)
to dccc
do you get these emails?
no, you don't.
if you did, you would hate them, and you would change the way you do things.

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

3:07 PM (5 hours ago)
to dccc
you are not going to harass me into sending you a penny.
but you might harass me into unsubscribing.
you might even harass me into voting independent.
it's incomprehensible that you don't understand this.
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University of Virginia Library
PO Box 400113, Charlottesville, VA 22904-4113

The puking pidgeon #1, or The fucking duck #1, or The search for the holy houkah revealed #1 :
a one shot magazine the golden turd of Hors Crapolis : poems, beggedletched & pirated with
love .



Format Book
Description [14] p. : ill. ; 13 x 16 cm.
Variant title Puking pidgeon
Fucking duck
Search for the holy houkah
Published Cleveland : 400 Rabbit Press, 1966.
Notes Includes poems by Paul Blackburn, D.A. Levy, W.E. Wyatt, Luis Garcia, Jerry Younkins,
Allen Katzman and Lyndon John Puw, with 1 illus. by Dagmar.Reproduced from typescript.
Local Notes SPECIAL COLLECTIONS: Marvin Tatum Collection of Contemporary Literature.
Gift of Marvin Tatum.

The puking pidgeon #1, or The fucking duck #1, or The search for the holy houkah revealed #1 :
a one shot magazine the golden turd of Hors Crapolis : poems, beggedletched & pirated with
love
Blackburn, Paul.
Title: The puking pidgeon #1, or The fucking duck #1, or The search for the holy houkah
revealed #1 : a one shot magazine the golden turd of Hors Crapolis : poems, beggedletched &
pirated with love ...
Publication info: Cleveland : 400 Rabbit Press, 1966.
Description: [14] p. : ill. ; 13 x 16 cm.
Note: Includes poems by Paul Blackburn, D.A. Levy, W.E. Wyatt, Luis Garcia, Jerry Younkins,
Allen Katzman and Lyndon John Puw, with 1 illus. by Dagmar.
Note: Reproduced from typescript.
Local note: SPECIAL COLLECTIONS: Marvin Tatum Collection of Contemporary Literature. Gift
of Marvin Tatum.
Subject: Poetry--20th century.
Related name: Blackburn, Paul.
Related name: Levy, D. A.
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Jean Arp, from On My Way (1948)
I continued to develop the collage, eliminating all volition and
working automatically.  I called this working "according to the law of
chance."  "The law of chance," which comprises all other laws and sur-
passes our understanding (like the primal cause from which all life



arises), can be experienced only in a total surrender to the uncon-
scious.  I claimed that whoever follows this law will create pure life.

Around 1930 I did my first papiers déchirés. A human opus now
struck me as being inferior even to disconnected work, as being totally
removed from life.  Everything is approximate, even less than approximate,
for if you peer more sharply and closely, even the most perfect painting
is a filthy, wart-infested approximation, a dried-up pap, a desolate
landscape of lunar craters.  What arrogance is concealed in perfection.
Why strive for accuracy and purity if they can never be attained?  I now
welcomed the decomposition that always sets in once a work is ended.
A dirty man puts his dirty finger on a subtle detail in a painting to
point it out.  That place is now marked with sweat and grease.  He bursts
into enthusiasm and the painting is sprayed with saliva. A delicate
picture of paper, a water color is thus lost.  Dust and insects are also
efficient destroyers.  Light makes colors fade.  Sunshine and warmth
create blisters, loosen the paper, leave cracks in the paint and make
it chip.  Moisture creates mildew.  The work decomposes and dies.  Now,
the death of a painting no longer devastated me. I had come to terms
with its ephemeralness and its death, and included them in the painting.
Death, however, grew and devoured the painting and life.  This decom-
position ought to have been followed by the negation of all action.
Form had turned into formlessness, the finite into infinity, the indiv-
idual into totality.
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we keep emailing

Inbox
x

End Citizens United Unsubscribe

6:12 PM (19 minutes ago)
to me

We emailed you last night.
We emailed you this morning.
And now we're emailing you tonight.

jim, we wouldn't keep emailing if it wasn't so important.

End Citizens United is in striking distance of a monumental milestone: 5OO,OOO Election Year
donations!
If we can get there by midnight, it'll be a HUGE boost of momentum for our campaign to get big
money out of politics.
947 to go. If you can, please make your first donation to help put us over the top:

JIM LEFTWICH
CHIPPED IN TO END CITIZENS UNITED?
NO DONATION

Chip in $5 immediately >>
Chip in $35 immediately >>
Chip in $50 immediately >>
Chip in $100 immediately >>
Chip in $250 immediately >>
Or donate another amount >>

http://act.endcitizensunited.org/Donate

Thanks for your support,

-EndCitizensUnited.org

End Citizens United PAC
P.O. Box 66005



Washington, D.C. 20035

PAID FOR BY END CITIZENS UNITED PAC (ENDCITIZENSUNITED.ORG) AND NOT
AUTHORIZED BY ANY CANDIDATE OR CANDIDATE'S COMMITTEE.

This message was sent to: jimleftwich@gmail.com | Change or update your email address by
clicking here.

Thank you for supporting End Citizens United PAC. We're proud to be funded exclusively by
grassroots donors. Your support is critical to helping us counter the disastrous effects of Citizens
United and reform our campaign finance system.

Emails are a crucial way to stay in touch with our top supporters. If we're going to pass a
Constitutional Amendment to overturn this decision, we need you with us every step of the way.

If you'd still like to unsubscribe from our emails, click here. If you'd like to receive fewer emails,
you can click here. If you'd like to donate to help fund our efforts to fix America's broken
campaign finance system, please  click here.

From the entire End Citizens United team, thanks for your support!

Jim Leftwich <jimleftwich@gmail.com>

6:30 PM (1 minute ago)
to admin
harassing people for a good cause is still harassing people. harassing people is not good.
this is a very important cause. you have made me absolutely sick of hearing about it.
do you really think you can bully me into making a donation? i hate bullies.
change the way you do things, or i will unsubscribe and get my information elsewhere.
i hope you get hundreds of thousands of these emails.

Thank you for your message! Re: we keep emailing
Inbox
x
EndCitizensUnited.org (No-Reply)

6:30 PM (2 minutes ago)
to me

::::: This response is automated :::::



Thank you for contacting End Citizens United!

End Citizens United is an organization dedicated to fighting back against right-wing special
interests that are now free to spend unlimited money in our elections thanks to the Supreme
Court's ruling in Citizens United.

If you want to support this cause, please consider a contribution. Any amount is appreciated!
http://act.endcitizensunited.org/donate

You can donate offline by sending a check to: End Citizens United PAC PO Box 66005
Washington, DC 20035
If you can't afford monetary support, help spread the word by following us on Facebook and
Twitter:
https://facebook.com/EndCitizensUnitedPAC

https://twitter.com/StopBigMoney

If you'd like to receive less emails and only our most important emails, please use this form:

http://act.endcitizensunited.org/page/s/less-emails If you'd like to unsubscribe from our emails
entirely, please use this form:

http://act.endcitizensunited.org/page/unsubscribe/

If you're having an issue with an online donation you've made or are trying to make, please
contact ActBlue immediately:

info@actblue.com

If you have a tip for us about money in politics, or need to contact us directly for any other
reason, please use this form:

http://act.endcitizensunited.org/page/s/contact

Thank you,

EndCitizensUnited.org
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leap silk laughing
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in gin and isolated avocado wreckage
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brief evening well became
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dissident when lake quadrant became
odds in disobedient mental became
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distressed faces ragged iconoclasm became
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censored penetrating properly became



leap silk became
attached rattling lost became
oasis shining became
risk family curbing soluble became
lake toasted gloom austerity became
in gin and isolated avocado became

spotted pie rats prey narrow
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zone undermined incisor saliva unknown
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brief evening well murmuring
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acquire seemed topples fiesta
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dissident when lake quadrant rose
spotted pie rats prey narrow
odds in disobedient mental talisman
spotted pie rats prey narrow
due think contiguous sandcastles
spotted pie rats prey narrow
toothmarks traders situation
spotted pie rats prey narrow
distressed faces ragged iconoclasm pica
spotted pie rats prey narrow
tuna guerrilla alone quilted deli
spotted pie rats prey narrow
dark mice academy melting
spotted pie rats prey narrow
goal especially reel improvised role
spotted pie rats prey narrow
censored penetrating properly anti



spotted pie rats prey narrow
leap silk laughing
spotted pie rats prey narrow
attached rattling lost rapid
spotted pie rats prey narrow
oasis shining corners
spotted pie rats prey narrow
risk family curbing soluble calzone
spotted pie rats prey narrow
lake toasted gloom austerity cats
spotted pie rats prey narrow
in gin and isolated avocado wreckage
spotted pie rats prey narrow
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Randy Silverman
from Small, Not Insignificant: a Specification for a Conservation Pamphlet Binding Structure

The term "pamphlet" is derived from the main character of a 12th century love poem, Pamphilus
seu de Amore, (Pamphilus, or Concerning Love). The poem owed much of its popularity to its
comedic characterization of an old bawd named Pamphilus, and the term came to be
associated with small pieces of popular writing. The New World of Words defined a pamphlet in
1706 as "a little stitch'd book." Johnson's Dictionary in 1755 defined it as "a small book, properly
a book sold unbound, and only stitched." In current usage, the 1971 edition of The Oxford
English Dictionary defined a pamphlet as "always (at least in later usage) unbound, with or
without paper covers," posing an apparent contradiction when applied to the combined term
"pamphlet binding." Curiously, even the binding of telephone directories is considered pamphlet
binding within the printing industry.
To clarify the issue for the purposes of this paper, a pamphlet binding will be defined as: A thin
book composed of between one and three folded sections, linked together by a sewing structure
and bound as a permanent enclosure.
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Bernard Bailyn
from The Ideological Origins of the American Revolution

Above all, there were pamphlets: booklets consisting of a few printer's sheets, folded in various
ways so as to make various sizes and numbers of pages, and sold -- the pages stitched
together loosely, unbound and uncovered -- usually for a shilling or two.

[...]

It was in this form -- as pamphlets -- that much of the most important and characteristics writing
of the American Revolution appeared. For the Revolutionary generation, as for its predecessors
back to the early sixteenth century, the pamphlet had peculiar virtues as a medium of
communication. Then, as now, it was seen that the pamphlet allowed one to do things that were
not possible in any other form.
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